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Overview 
 
 
Gaia is an ambitious mission of the European Space Agency (ESA). Its main 
objective is to obtain a three-dimensional map of the Milky Way. Gaia will 
reveal the composition of the Galaxy and the way in which it was formed and 
has evolved. In order to do this, Gaia needs to measure with unprecedented 
accuracy the position, proper motions and radial velocities of a huge number of 
sources. These accuracies are needed to produce a stereoscopic and 
kinematic census of about one billion stars in our Galaxy and throughout the 
Local Group. This amounts to about 1 per cent of the Galactic stellar 
population. 
 
In order to achieve these impressive accuracies, the most challenging technical 
developments have to be implemented, and controlling the orbit of Gaia is, 
perhaps, one of the most important issues. Gaia will orbit around the 
Lagrangian point L2 of the Sun-Earth system following a Lissajous orbit. This 
orbit allows a quite stable environment for the payload in terms of mechanical 
and thermal stability. Additionally a continuous scanning law has been adopted 
for Gaia as the optimal observation mode. 
 
The present master thesis is devoted to the study the scanning law of Gaia to 
characterize which will be the effects that a source of disturbances will cause. 
First of all we will reproduce the nominal scanning law for Gaia and, thereafter, 
a noise source modeled using a standard power spectral density law will be 
added. The effects of these disturbances will be studied in detail for the 
orbiting, precessional and scanning movements of Gaia. Finally we will 
evaluate the impact on the final astrometric performances and in the targeting 
process.  
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Resum 
 
 
Gaia és una ambiciosa missió de l’Agència Espacial Europea (ESA). El seu 
objectiu principal és obtenir un mapa tridimensional de la Via Làctea. El satèl·lit 
ens revelarà la composició de la Galàxia, la manera com es va formar i com ha 
anat evolucionant. Per aconseguir-ho, Gaia necessitarà mesurar la posició, els 
moviments i les velocitats radials d’un nombre molt gran d’objectes i amb una 
precisió sense precedents. Aquesta precisió és necessària per reproduir un 
cens estereoscòpic i cinemàtic d’aproximadament un bilió d’estrelles de la 
nostra Galàxia i del Grup Local, i que equivaldria a un 1 per cent de les 
estrelles de la nostra Galàxia. 
 
Per aconseguir tal nivell de precisió, els desenvolupaments tècnics més 
desafiants han de ser implementats, i la òrbita de Gaia és, potser, un dels 
problemes més importants. Gaia orbitarà sobre el punt Lagrangià L2 del 
sistema Sol-Terra tot seguint una òrbita Lissajous controlada. Aquesta òrbita 
permet unes bones condicions per la càrrega útil en termes d’estabilitat 
mecànica i tèrmica. Addicionalment Gaia adopta una llei d’escanejat continu 
com a mode d’observació òptim. 
 
El present treball de final de carrera està dedicat a l’estudi, mitjançant la 
simulació amb Matlab®, d’aquesta llei d’escaneig i als efectes de pertorbacions 
modelades com una font de soroll. Primer de tot reproduirem la llei d’escaneig 
de Gaia i, seguidament, afegirem fonts de soroll modelats sota una llei de 
densitat espectral de potència. Els efectes d’aquestes pertorbacions seran 
estudiats amb detall pels moviments orbital, de precessió i d’escaneig de Gaia. 
Finalment avaluarem l’impacte en les mesures astromètriques i en el procés 
d’orientació.  
 
.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Gaia astrometric mission has been approved as one of the next two 
cornerstones of the science programme of the European Space Agency (ESA), 
see Ref. [1]. With a launch date target of December 2011 Gaia aims to measure 
with exquisite accuracy the positions and radial velocity of about one billion 
stars throughout our Galaxy and the Local Group. This amounts to about 1 
percent of the Galactic stellar population. As a result the most complete and 
accurate three-dimensional chart of the Milky Way will be obtained, including 
also Solar System objects and extragalactic sources. This space observatory 
will be a technological challenge in all its aspects, from its instrumentation and 
on-board data handling to the on-ground data processing and analysis. In this 
chapter we briefly summarize the most important features of Gaia.  
 
 
1.1. General features  
 
Gaia will orbit around the Sun-Earth L2 Lagrangian point. The launch mass will 
be 2030 kg and the launch vehicle will be a Soyuz-ST rocket with an additional 
Fregat stage, which will insert the satellite into its transfer orbit towards the L2 
point. After 4 months approximately, Gaia will maneuver to enter into the final 
Lissajous-type orbit around L2, where it will operate for about 5 years of mission 
lifetime. The observations will be made in the visible spectrum and will provide 
unprecedented positional and radial velocity measurements with the accuracies 
needed to produce a stereoscopic and kinematic census of the Galaxy. Two 
telescopes will perform the astrometric and broad-band photometric 
measurements, while a third instrument will be in charge of the spectrometric 
and medium-band photometric measurements. The high-performance data 
handling system of the satellite will perform the adequate operations to retrieve 
the data from the instruments, preparing them for being transmitted to Earth. 
This will take place 8 hours a day on average, when Gaia will have direct 
visibility from the Cebreros ground station in Spain. At this point, the data will be 
transmitted to the Data Processing Center, where it will be manipulated. The 
overall budget of Gaia is about 500 million Euros and the mission is currently on 
the implementation phase. Figure 1.1 shows an artist’s impression of Gaia. 
Clearly visible are the payload module, with the windows for the observing 
telescopes, the service module, the sunshield and the active antenna. Figure 
1.2 shows the layout of the service and payload modules. As can be seen, the 
payload module is quite complex. Note as well that in the payload module it can 
be seen the mirrors of the telescope as well as the array of CCDs. Also visible 
in this picture are the payload ring, which is in charge of supporting all the 
mirrors and CCDs. 
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Figure 1.1: An artist’s impression of Gaia. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Payload and service modules of Gaia. 
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Figure 1.3: Payload Module 
 
 
1.2. Scientific goals 
 
The primary objective of the mission is to investigate the origin and subsequent 
evolution of our Galaxy. This will be achieved owing to the most accurate three-
dimensional map to date of the celestial objects in the Milky Way. Gaia will 
measure the position, brightness and color of almost every visible celestial 
object that falls within the field of view. By repeating these observations 
throughout the life of the mission, astronomers will be able to compute the 
distance, speed and direction of motion of each of the celestial objects, study 
variations of their brightness, and determine whether they have nearby 
companions. 
 
 
1.3. The payload module 
 
The payload consists basically of two telescopes (Astro-1 and Astro-2), a heavy 
onboard data processing system and storage facility, and three scientific 
instruments mounted on a single optical bench: the astrometric instrument, the 
photometers, and a spectrograph to measure radial velocities. Each of the 
telescopes of Gaia, one for each field of view, consists in one primary mirror of 
size 1.45 m × 0.5 m, a secondary mirror and a tertiary mirror. The light from 
both telescopes is combined into a common focal plane consisting of 106 
CCDs. Also implemented in the payload module is the payload data handling 
system. The communications system will transmit the science data to the 
ground station at about 4 Mbps about 8 hours a day. Given the huge amount of 
information that Gaia will provide, a very demanding data handling and 
compression system is needed. Once the data has been treated and 
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compressed the high-gain antenna will transmit the compressed frames to 
ground, where they will be the object of a quick-look processing and, ultimately, 
they will be ingested into the raw database. At this stage the data will be ready 
for the last operation: the iterative analysis to obtain the astrometric solution. 
This will be an impressively tough task, since it is estimated that the raw 
database will have a size of approximately 100 Tb, making extremely difficult its 
treatment. From this treatment the final three-dimensional map of the Galaxy 
previously mentioned will be obtained.  
 
Of course, taking into account all the possible disturbances in the data pipeline 
is of the highest importance. Possible sources of error are cosmic rays, near-
Earth objects, imperfections of the CCDs, disturbances due to the solar cycle 
and many other effects. Perhaps one of the most important sources of 
disturbance is the jitter around the nominal scanning law of Gaia. This jitter 
introduces, on the one hand, small errors in the astrometry and, on the other 
hand, it also affects the way in which the data obtained in the astrometric 
instruments is coded and compressed. Both effects have not been studied in 
detail, since it is currently assumed that the jitter will be below the nominal 
requirements, and a careful study remains to be done. This is precisely the aim 
of the present work.  
 
 
1.4. Purpose of our work 
 
In our work we will focus on the trajectory that Gaia will follow, taking into 
account the behavior of its spin axis and of the astrometric field of view of the 
telescopes. We will simulate the motion of the satellite around the Sun, the 
motion of its spin axis and that of the field of view of the telescopes. After 
simulating all these movements, Gaussian perturbations and uniform noise 
distributions will be added to our model to study the response of Gaia when a 
realistic amount of noise is included in the scanning law. A more realistic noise 
distribution, which takes into account the high frequency disturbances, will be 
also implemented. For this purpose we will introduce a filter that will attenuate 
such frequencies. For all these perturbations we will analyze the error derived 
as a function of the calibration time scale.  
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CHAPTER 2. THE SCANNING LAW OF GAIA 
 
2.1. The nominal scanning law of Gaia 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the basic motion of Gaia. In contrast 
to point-and-stare missions as exemplified by the Hubble Space Telescope, the 
observation mode adopted for Gaia is based on continuous sky scanning similar 
to that used for the Hipparcos mission. The scanning law of Gaia prescribes 
how the spin axis of the satellite evolves with time during the lifetime of the 
mission [2]. The pointing performances of the satellite, that is the amount of 
jitter around the nominal motion, are determined from operational and scientific 
processing requirements on ground. 
 
We must recall that Gaia will operate in a Lissajous-type orbit, around the L2 
Lagrangian point of the Sun-Earth system, which is located 1.5 million km from 
the Earth in the anti-Sun direction. The typical revolution period is about 180 
days and the size of the orbit is typically 340,000 × 90,000 km, perpendicular to 
the ecliptic. Gaia is not the only mission that will orbit around L2, Other missions 
of ESA, like Herschel and Planck, which also do it. There are several reasons to 
choose this orbit. Among these, let us mention the most important one, namely 
that the orbit is not affected by Earth eclipses. Additionally, this location in 
space offers a very stable thermal environment, very high observing efficiency 
(since the Sun, Earth and Moon are behind the instrument field of view) and a 
low radiation environment. However, orbits about the L2 point are dynamically 
unstable. This means that small departures from equilibrium grow exponentially 
as time passes by. That is the reason why Gaia will use its propulsion system to 
perform periodic orbit maintenance maneuvers. Nevertheless, in this chapter, 
we will consider that these perturbations are negligible and we will just focus on 
what is called the nominal motion of Gaia. Also, we will not model the Lissajous-
type orbit. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Nominal scanning law of Gaia. 
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The satellite scans the sky according to a pre-defined pattern which can be 
described by three independent motions: the motion around the Sun, a 
precession movement and the spin around its symmetry axis. These three 
independent motions are shown in Fig. 2.1. The technical requirements for Gaia 
have been worked out in great detail, leading to an optimum nominal scanning 
law. The corresponding adopted values [2] for this nominal scanning law and for 
the different angular velocities are presented in Table 2.1. 
 
 
Table 2.1: Nominal values adopted for the three angular velocities of Gaia. 
 
Angular velocity rad h-1 arc sec s-1 
Orbital rate ( ) 
3600
1
8766
2
 0,041 
Precession rate ( p) 
3600
1
360
217,0
 0,17 
Scan rate ( s) 
3600
1
360
2120
 120 
 
 
2.2. Simulating the scanning law 
 
2.2.1. The path of the Sun 
 
In our model, all calculations are made in a Cartesian frame. In this coordinate 
system Gaia is located in its origin. We have used a coordinate system in which 
the axes remain fixed to the satellite [3]. In particular, we have chosen a system 
in which the z-axis is along the spinning axis of Gaia, while the xy-plane 
contains the plane of the telescopes. In this system it is convenient to think as if 
the position of Gaia remains fixed whereas the Sun revolves around it. As 
previously commented the scanning law is composed of three independent 
motions. The first motion, which describes the motion of Gaia around the Sun, 
is represented by 1r

, which is the vector pointing towards the position of the 
Sun. This vector is the result of applying a simple rotation matrix around the z-
axis. 
 
 
(2.1) 
 
 
 
We recall that Gaia is situated at the Lagrangian L2 point. Hence, its angular 
velocity is the same of the Earth. Consequently, as can be seen in Fig. 2.2, at 
the end of a year a circle will be completed.  
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Fig. 2.2: The path of the Sun in a 1 year period, as seen from Gaia. 
 
 
2.2.2. The precession motion 
 
The direction of the rotation axis of Gaia is affected by the precession of the 
satellite. Thus, the second motion involved in the nominal scanning law, defined 
by the vector 2r

, represents the precession of the spin axis of Gaia. The vector 
2r

is found using the following combination of rotations [4]. 
 
 
 
(2.2) 
 
 
 
 
where the vector 2pr

 is the result of making a rotation in the yz-plane according 
to the precession rate iteratively: 
 
 
 
 
   (2.3) 
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In this expression the vector 111 ,, ip
i
p
i
p zyx  is the vector 2pr

 obtained in the 
previous time step and s is the corresponding time step. Once 2r

 is obtained, 
we normalize it, and we define a unitary vector which shows the direction of the 
spinning axis of Gaia: 
 
 
 
 
(2.4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3: Motion of the spin axis of Gaia during a period of time of 7 months. 
 
The results obtained for the normalized vector n

 are shown in Figs. 2.3 and Fig 
2.4 for a period of time of 7 months and of 1 year, respectively. The path of the 
Sun is represented using a blue line, while the path of the spin axis of Gaia is 
represented using a green line. As can be seen, the most characteristic and 
conspicuous feature of this movement is the presence of a loop. The existence 
of this loop is the consequence of the combination of the rotation around the 
Sun and the precession rate. 
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Fig. 1.4: Motion of the spin axis of Gaia during a period of time of one year. 
 
 
2.2.3. The spinning motion 
 
The last motion to be modeled is the spin motion of Gaia around its own axis. 
Actually, this motion describes the real direction of the axis towards the CCD 
cameras point. To be precise, there are two directions in which data is acquired 
to perform the astrometric measurements. However, both directions are in the 
same plane. Both astrometric measurements are later combined into a single 
focal plane. Owing to the extremely rigid structure of Gaia the angle between 
both directions of observations remains constant during the lifetime of the 
satellite. Consequently, Gaia can be safely considered as a rigid body and we 
will only model one of the fields of view, being the other one obtained from the 
basic angle monitoring device, which precisely is in charge of monitoring the 
rigidity of Gaia. 
 
In this case, the calculations are somewhat more elaborated. The reason for 
this is that the vector 3r

 is the result of a rotation around a dynamic axis, namely 
the axis obtained in the previous step, 2r

, and not around a static axis as it was 
the case of the previous two motions. The vector 3r

 can be calculated as the 
sum of three components: 
 
 
 
(2.5) 
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where 
 
 
 
(2.6) 
 
 
 
 
 
(2.7) 
 
 
 
 
 
(2.8) 
 
 
 
being 13
1
3
1
3 ,,
iii zyx  the vector 3r

 obtained at the previous time step and s 
the corresponding time step.  
 
In Figs. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 we show the resulting motion of the field of view of 
Gaia obtained as a combination of the three rotations explained above. The 
adopted periods of time are one month, two months and three months 
respectively. In these figures the path of the Sun (blue line), the precession of 
the spin axis (green line) and the direction of the field of view of Gaia (red line) 
are represented.  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5: Motion of the field of view of Gaia during one month. 
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Fig. 2.6: Motion of the field of view of Gaia during two months. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.7: Motion of the field of view of Gaia during three months. 
 
It is worth noticing in these figures that the direction of the field of view Gaia 
covers the entire sky and, moreover, that the distances between consecutive 
passages are very small, ensuring a smooth coverage of the whole celestial 
sphere. This is important since the main goal of Gaia is to obtain a detailed map 
of the Milky Way. 
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CHAPTER 3. ERRORS IN THE PRECESSION, 
SCANNING AND FIELD OF VIEW MOTIONS 
 
3.1. Noise implementation 
 
Once a complete model for the description of Gaia motion has been obtained, 
the effects of any perturbances that may affect the trajectory of the satellite can 
be introduced. As a first approximation this perturbances can be modeled by 
variations of the nominal values by means of a normal distribution. In this 
chapter we will focus on Gaussian deviations of the angular velocities of the 
three motions (the precession and scanning rates, and the motion of the field of 
view), while in chapter 4 we will introduce a more general treatment of the noise 
in the motions. 
 
 
Table 3.1: Nominal scanning errors for each of the motions of Gaia.  
 
Parameter Standard deviation 
Scan rate error ( s ) 1.2 arcsec/s (3σ) 
Precession rate error ( p ) 0.1 arcsec/s (3σ) 
Pointing error ( intpo ) 5 arcmin (3σ) 
 
 
The nominal errors adopted are those shown in Table 2.1. In order to implement 
such errors we have used the Matlab® function called normrnd, where the input 
parameters are the average and the standard deviation – a description of this 
function can be found in Refs. [5–9]. In particular, we use the following 
expression: 
 
Noise_signal=normrnd(original_signal, standard_deviation)           (3.1) 
 
We have also used uniform distributions, which use the function randn to 
generate random numbers. 
 
 Noise_signal=original_signal+standard_deviation*randn(size(original_signal))  (3.2) 
 
Figure 3.1 shows an example of how the values of the precession rate change 
during a day when a normal distribution of errors with the nominal values shown 
in table 3.1 is adopted. Clearly, the motion errors are small but sizeable, and 
can have an impact in the astrometric measurements. This is the reason why 
the trajectory of Gaia needs to be recalibrated in flight, according to the 
measurements in the astrometric field. 
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Fig. 3.1: Fluctuations of the precession rate when a normal distribution of errors 
is adopted.  
 
 
We must recall that Gaia is designed to have a permanent recalibration. 
Consequently, in order to simulate it, we restore the vectors 2r

 and 3r

 to their 
nominal values (that is, those without introducing errors) after a recalibration 
period. In our numerical code the recalibration period is fully configurable. 
Nevertheless, it should be taken into account that Gaia will perform an in-flight 
calibration, since the star trackers and, in fact the whole Payload Data Handling 
System, are designed to track stars in TDI (Time Delayed Integration) mode in 
the whole focal plane. That is charge is transferred from one pixel to the next for 
each selected star synchronized with the motion of the satellite. Of course, 
small errors can occur, but in general the motion of Gaia is controlled by the 
motion of the stars in the focal plane. Even though, recalibration procedures are 
expected to be performed from time to time. Finally, as we have a confidende 
level of 3 , and consequently a probability of 99.7% to have each calculated 
value within the range signaloriginal _ , we have rejected any value out of 
the range 2_ signaloriginal . 
 
 
3.2. The precession rate error 
 
In order to implement the error in the precession rate we just have redefined 
this parameter as: 
 
pwpnormrndwpe ,     (3.3) 
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Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the motion of the spin axis during a period of time of 
one-fourth of a year, when the in-flight recalibration times are, respectively, one 
day and one month.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2: Evolution of the spin axis of GAIA during a period of three months, the 
recalibration period in this case is one month. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.3: Same as figure 3.2, when a recalibration time of one day is adopted. 
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As can be seen from a direct comparison of Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, the differences 
are very small, almost negligible and, in fact, both curves are indistinguishable. 
Thus, a more detailed studied must be done to appreciate the differences 
between the nominal trajectory and the real one in which noise has been added. 
To do this comparison we have estimated how the angle between the nominal 
spin vector and the one in which noise has been introduced, changes with time. 
The results obtained are presented in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. 
 
 
Fig. 3.4: Angle changes between the nominal and real values of 2r

 during 1 
month. The recalibration time is 10 days. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5: Angle changes between the nominal and real values of 2r

 during 3 
months. The recalibration time is one month. 
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Figures 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate that the error is accumulated until an in-flight 
recalibration is performed. As expected, the shorter the recalibration period the 
smaller the accumulated error. In Table 3.2 we present an estimation of the 
mean angle error as a function of the recalibration time. Each mean error has 
been calculated by means of six independent simulations with the same initial 
conditions and with a time length of its corresponding recalibration time and a 
step time of 5 seconds. The mean angle is the defined as  
 
(3.4) 
 
 
and its standard deviation is thus: 
 
(3.5) 
 
 
 
Table 3.2: Mean angle error versus recalibration time. 
 
Recalibration time  (degrees) 
1 day 3104,04,1  
10 days 31015  
1 month 2102,00,1  
1.5 months 2104,06,1  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6: Mean angle error for vector 2r

. 
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Finally in figure 3.6 we have plotted the mean angle error for vector 2r

 as a 
function of time. As can be seen, as time passes by the mean angle error 
increases almost linearly. Additionally, it can be appreciated that a large 
dispersion is quite notorious for longer times, as expected.  
 
3.3. The scanning rate error 
 
We have repeated the same procedure adopted in the previous section to see 
the changes in the values of 3r

 with time, when noise to the nominal scanning 
law. However, in this occasion we have taken into account the noise added in 
the precession rate and the noise added in the scanning rate. Consequently, we 
redefine the scanning rate as: 
 
 
swsnormrndwse ,     (3.6) 
 
 
In Figs. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 we show the evolution with time of one of the fields of 
view of Gaia (red line). In particular, Fig. 3.7 shows the nominal path on the sky 
of one of the fields of view during a period of one month, when the jitter is 
neglected.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.7: Nominal trajectory of the field of view of Gaia when the jitter is 
disregarded. 
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Fig. 3.8: Trajectory of the field of view of Gaia when the jitter is considered, the 
recalibration time in this case is 10 days. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.9: Same as figure 3.8 but for a recalibration time of one month. 
 
 
Clearly, the differences between Figs. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 are minimal. Thus, as it 
was done in section 3.2, we have calculated the variation of the angle in order 
to appreciate any difference between those recalibration times as well as the 
mean deviation. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. 
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Fig. 3.10: Angle changes between the nominal and real values of 3r

 during 1 
month. The recalibration time is 10 days. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.11: Angle changes between the nominal and real values of 3r

 during 3 
months. The recalibration time is in this case one month. 
 
Finally we have estimated the mean angle for each recalibration step as a 
function of the recalibration time. The results are summarized in Table 3.3. As 
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can be seen, the results obtained for the scanning vector are one order of 
magnitude larger than those obtained for the precession motion. 
 
 
Table 3.3: Mean angle error versus recalibration time. 
 
Recalibration time  (degrees) 
1 day 2107,06,2  
10 days 21027  
1 month 1103,02,1  
1,5 months 1103,03,1  
 
 
Finally, in Fig. 3.12 we show the mean angle error for vector 3r

 when the 
pointing error is not taken into account. Again, as it was the case shown in Fig. 
3.6 the mean angle error increases with time, but in this case there are two 
noticeable features. The first interesting feature to be noted is that the mean 
angle error does not increase linearly but, instead, in a parabolic manner. The 
second one is that the magnitude of the dispersion of the different realizations is 
much larger now. The reason for this is that we are now introducing two 
independent (non-correlated) sources of error and, consequently, they add to 
produce a much larger dispersion. This is an expected behavior that reinforces 
the validity of our approach. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.12: Mean angle error for vector 3r

 without the pointing error. 
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3.4. The field of view error 
 
The pointing error will only affect the pointing of vector 3r

, which we remind 
corresponds with the direction of one of the fields of view of GAIA. In order to 
implement the error in vector 3r

 we will use spherical coordinates. We will 
introduce the error in two steps. In the first step we introduce the error in angle 
θ using a normal distribution. For this, again, we use a built-in function of 
Matlab®: 
 
new_theta=normrnd(theta,sigma_point)     (2.4) 
 
In a second step we introduce the error in angle φ using an uniform distribution: 
 
new_phi=phi+sigma_point*randn(size(phi))      (2.5)  
 
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 display the motion of one of the fields of view of Gaia 
during a period of time of a month, once the effects of the sources of error have 
been fully taken into account, when the recalibration times are, respectively, 10 
days and one month. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.13: Motion of the direction of the field of view of one of the telescopes of 
Gaia during one month, when all the sources of error have been taken into 
account. The recalibration period is 10 days.  
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Fig. 3.14: Same as Fig. 3.13 when the recalibration period is one month.  
 
As it can be seen, now the differences are appreciable. This is obviously, a 
consequence of the propagation of errors. Additionally, and as it was done in 
the previous subsections, the angle between the nominal direction of the field of 
view and the real direction when the pointing errors are fully taken into account 
have been also computed. The results are presented in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.15: Angle changes between real and the nominal directions of the field of 
view during a month. The recalibration time is 10 days. 
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Fig. 3.16: Same as Fig. 3.15, when the recalibration time is one month. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.17: Mean angle error for vector 3r

. 
 
We have also estimated the mean angle error as a function of the recalibration 
time. The results are shown in Table 3.4. As we can see the errors are the 
highest and exceed 1 degree even for the smaller recalibration time used. This 
is expected because the recalibration time in Gaia will be much smaller than 
those adopted here.  
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Table 3.4: Mean angle error versus recalibration time. 
 
Recalibration time  (degrees) 
1 day 4,09,1  
10 days 19  
1 month 314  
1,5 months 418  
 
 
Finally, in Fig. 3.17 we show the dependance of the mean angle error with time. 
Again we find that as time increases the mean angle error increases, as it 
should be, and also the dispersion of the several realizations performed in this 
work for different seeds of the error. This is in accordance we the findings of 
previous sections, where we obtained very similar behaviors.  
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CHAPTER 4. HIGH FREQUENCY DISTURBANCES 
 
In this last chapter we will evaluate the effects in the motion of Gaia using a 
more realistic noise distribution. This will be done by adding a filter to the 
angular velocity vector. In particular, to the precession and scanning rates, in 
order to attenuate the high frequencies. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.1: Normalized frequency response of the Butterworth filter.  
 
4.1. The filter 
 
The filter used to suppress only high frequency disturbances is a low pass filter 
with a cutoff frequency cutf  at 0,05 Hz, from where its power spectral density 
will dicrease as 2f . We have found that a good choice for doing this is the so-
called Butterworth filter. A detailed description of this filter is presented in Annex 
A of this document, to which the interested reader is referred. The function that 
creates the Butterworth filter in Matlab® needs the order of the filter and the 
cutoff frequency normalized to the Nyquist frequency. We have chosen an order 
of 100 and a normalized cutoff frequency cutW  of: 
 
 
5.0
1.0
05.0
Hz
Hz
f
f
W
N
cut
cut     (4.1) 
 
 
where Nf  is the Nyquist frequency and is calculated as half the frequency 
sample. We have used a sample time of 5 seconds and consequently the 
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Nyquist frequency is just  HzfN 1.0 . The response of the Butterworth filter is 
shown in Fig. 4.1 where the top panel shows the response of the magnitude as 
a function of the normalized frequency, while the bottom panel represents the 
phase response as well as a function of the normalized frequency. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2: PSD of the signal before filtering the data. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3: PSD of the signal after filtering the data using a Butterworth filter. 
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4.2. The implementation 
 
Firstly, we have recomputed the precession and scanning vectors as a normal 
distribution with mean zero and standard deviation one using the function randn 
of Matlab®. Afterwards we have filtered the signal through the Butterworth filter 
that we have already designed. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show the PSD (power spectral 
density function) of the signal with mean zero and standard deviation one 
before and after applying the filter to the original data. Additionally in Fig. 3.4 we 
display the behavior of the signal before (in green) and after (in red) filtering in 
the time domain. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4: Signal before and after filtering the data. 
 
 
In order to get the new precession and scanning rates we modify the filtered 
signal to be centered at its corresponding angular velocity and also to have its 
standard deviation. 
 
 
ywpwpe wp      (3.3) 
 
 
ywswse ws      (3.4) 
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4.3. Results 
 
We are now in position to compute the motion of the vectors 2r

 and 3r

 when the 
effects of noise are considered. The results obtained using this procedure are 
presented in the Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 and in Figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, which 
show the mean angle error as a function of the recalibration time both in tabular 
form and in a more visual way. 
 
 
Table 4.1: Mean angle error versus recalibration time for the precession motion. 
 
Recalibration time  (degrees) 
1 day 3106,06,2  
10 days 31026  
1 month 2103,02,1  
1,5 months 2104,06,1  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.5: Mean angle error for vector 2r

. 
 
 
Table 4.2: Mean angle error versus recalibration time for the scanning motion. 
 
Recalibration time  (degrees) 
1 day 2107,08,2  
10 days 21039  
1 month 1104,05,1  
1,5 months 1105,09,1  
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Fig. 4.6: Mean angle error for vector 3r

 without the pointing error. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.7: Mean angle error for vector 3r

. 
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Table 4.3: Mean angle error versus recalibration time for the scanning motion 
with its pointing error. 
 
Recalibration time  (degrees) 
1 day 5,03,2  
10 days 2,17,6  
1 month 313  
1,5 months 414  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8: Comparison between the non filtered 3r

 and the filtered 3r

. 
 
A superficial inspection of these plots and tables shows that, as expected, the 
longer the recalibration time the larger the differences between the nominal and 
the real values of the corresponding vectors. Also, it is rather evident that the 
relative dispersions also increase. This is a natural consequence of the 
inclusion of noise. Finally, Fig. 4.8 shows a comparison of the mean angle error 
for the vector which shows the direction of the field of view of Gaia between the 
simulations in which the high-frequency disturbances are suppressed (blue line) 
and the simulations in which these high-frequency disturbances are not 
eliminated (green line). Obviously, the high frequency disturbances increase the 
error budget. This is more evident for longer recalibration times.  
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
In this work we have described the implementation of a simulator intended to 
describe the motion of the field of view of Gaia. This simulator has been built 
using Matlab®. In a first step we have built a simulator in which only the nominal 
scanning law of Gaia was introduced. This was done in chapter 2 of the present 
work. To this basic piece of software we have added several interesting 
features. For instance, in chapter 3 we added to the nominal scanning law the 
effects of noise. In doing so we used a normal distribution, with the foreseen 
characteristics of the noise distribution. Also in this chapter the effects of the 
jitter introduced by this noise distribution were analyzed. We demonstrated that 
the attitude of the satellite must be recalibrated from time to time, and we 
showed that the longer the time between successive recalibrations of the 
attitude the worse the performance of Gaia. Actually, we demonstrated that 
relatively short recalibration periods are needed. Although for the sake of clarity 
we used recalibration periods of 10 days and one month, these are actually 
much larger than those needed for performing high-precision astrometry, as 
Gaia will do. As a matter of fact, since Gaia works in time-delayed integration 
(TDI) mode – that is, the motion of satellite is fully synchronized with the motion 
of the stars in the focal plane – the recalibration periods will be much smaller of 
the order of minutes. However, we have preferred to show the effects of noise 
for much longer periods of time because in this way the impact on the final 
motion can be clearly appreciated. Finally, in chapter 4 we have analyzed the 
effect of suppressing the high-frequency disturbances. It is expected the TDI will 
help in suppressing these disturbances and, thus, a realistic simulator must 
suppress them. To do so we have used a Butterworth filter. The resulting 
motion is, as expected, less affected by noise and the differences between the 
nominal scanning law and the real one are considerably smaller. In summary, 
we have built a piece of software that simulates in a very realistic way the 
motion over the sky of the field of view of Gaia. This piece of software may have 
several applications. Perhaps the most direct and obvious one is that it will 
allow to be included in a telemetry simulator and to measure the effects of jitter 
in the compression ratio, a very important issue given the huge amount of data 
that Gaia will transmit to ground.  
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ANNEX A. THE BUTTERWORTH FILTER 
The frequency response of the Butterworth filter is maximally flat (has no 
ripples) in the passband, and rolls off towards zero in the stop band. The 
Butterworth is the only filter that maintains this same shape for higher orders 
(but with a steeper decline in the stop band) whereas other varieties of filters 
(Bessel, Chebyshev, elliptic…) have different shapes at higher orders. Figure 
A.1 show the response of a Butterworth filter as a function of the frequency. 
 
 
Fig. A.1: Response of the Butterworth filter.  
Compared with a Chebyshev Type I/Type II filter or an elliptic filter, the 
Butterworth filter has a slower roll-off, and thus will require a higher order to 
implement a particular stop band specification. However, the Butterworth filter 
will have a more linear phase response in the passband than the Chebyshev 
Type I/Type II and elliptic filters. 
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ANNEX B. NUMERICAL CODE 
 
 
clear 
  
% INITIAL VALUES (taken from table 3.1: Scanning law and pointing 
% requirement summary, page 151) 
  
% sphere normalized 
d = 1; 
  
% lenght: time length (s) 
lenght = 3*30*24*3600; 
  
% s: sample time (s) 
s = 5; 
  
% Df: frequency sample (Hz) 
Df = 1/s; 
  
% recalibration (s) 
rec = 30*24*3600; 
  
% w (rad/s): orbital period 365.25 d 
w = ((2*pi)/8766)*(1./3600); 
  
% saa (rad): solar aspect angle 45 degrees 
saa = 45*(pi/180); 
  
rp = d*tan(saa); 
rs = d; 
  
% wp (rad/s): Precesion rate 0,17 arcsec/s  
wp = ((0.17*2*pi)/360)*(1./3600); 
  
% ws: Scanning rate 120 arcsec/s 
ws=((120*2*pi)/360)*(1./3600); 
% ws=2*pi/(24*3600);%for simulation purposes 
  
% Initial value for vector 2 
p1n = sqrt(0.5); p2n = -sqrt(0.5); p3n = 0; 
% Initial value for vector 3, field of view 
p1(1) = 0.0; p2(1) = 1.0; p3(1) = 0.0; 
  
% Initialization of every vector 
x1 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); y1 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); z1 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
xp2i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); yp2i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); zp2i = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
xp2 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); yp2 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); zp2 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
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x2i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); y2i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); z2i = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
x2 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); y2 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); z2 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
nxi = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); nyi = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); nzi = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
nx = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); ny = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); nz = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
x31 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); y31 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); z31 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
nx31 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); ny31 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); nz31 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
x3i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); y3i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); z3i = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
nx3i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); ny3i = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); nz3i = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
x3 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); y3 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); z3 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
nx3 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); ny3 = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); nz3 = 
zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
new_theta = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
new_fi = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
k = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
%initializing errors, (sigma) 
sigma_wp = ((0.1*2*pi)/(3*360))*(1./3600); 
sigma_ws = ((1.2*2*pi)/(3*360))*(1./3600); 
sigma_point = ((5*2*pi)/(3*60*360)); 
  
  
% Introducing error to precession and scan rates 
  
m = linspace(0,s,(lenght/s)+1); 
%creating normal distribution (mean=0, std=1) 
x = zeros(1,(lenght/s) + 1); 
  
%iteration 
cont = 1; 
  
%creating normal distribution (mean=0, std=1) 
for t = 0:s:lenght 
     
    x(cont) = randn; 
     
    while ((x(cont) < - 2) || (x(cont) > 2)) 
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        x(cont) = randn; 
         
    end 
     
    cont=cont+1; 
     
end 
  
f=linspace(-Df/2,Df/2,(lenght/s)+1); 
%fast fourier transform 
X = fft(x,(lenght/s)+1); 
%Power spectrum 
Pxx = X.* conj(X) / ((lenght/s)+1); 
  
%creating butterworth filter 
[b,a] = butter(100,0.5); 
%getting filtered siganl 
y = filter(b,a,x); 
  
Y = fft(y,(lenght/s)+1); 
Pyy = Y.* conj(Y) / ((lenght/s)+1); 
  
%getting the new scanning rate. Be aware that there's a factor to 
achieve 
%the same standard deviation we had at the beginning (1.488) 
wse = ws + (sigma_ws*1.6083).*y; 
Ws = fft(wse,(lenght/s)+1); 
Pws = Ws.* conj(Ws) / ((lenght/s)+1); 
  
%getting new precession rate 
wpe = wp + (sigma_wp*1.6066).*y; 
Wp = fft(wpe,(lenght/s)+1); 
Pwp = Wp.* conj(Wp) / ((lenght/s)+1); 
  
% %Creating and plottind PSD 
% Hpsd = dspdata.psd(Pyy(1:length(Pyy)/2),'Fs',Df);   
% plot(Hpsd);  
  
% START ALGORISM WITHOUT NOISE 
  
%iteration 
cont = 1; 
  
for t = 0:s:lenght 
     
     
    % MOV 1: ORBIT MOTION 
     
    x1(cont) = d*cos(w*t); 
    y1(cont) = d*sin(w*t); 
    z1(cont) = 0*t; 
  
     
    % MOV 2: PRECESION 
    if cont==1  
         
        xp2i(cont) = 0; 
        yp2i(cont) = 1; 
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        zp2i(cont) = 0; 
  
    else 
         
        xp2i(cont) = 0; 
        yp2i(cont) = yp2i(cont-1).*cos(wp*s)-zp2i(cont-1).*sin(wp*s); 
        zp2i(cont) = yp2i(cont-1).*sin(wp*s)+zp2i(cont-1).*cos(wp*s);   
    end 
     
    x2i(cont) = x1(cont)+xp2i(cont).*cos(w*t)-yp2i(cont).*sin(w*t); 
    y2i(cont) = y1(cont)+xp2i(cont).*sin(w*t)+yp2i(cont).*cos(w*t); 
    z2i(cont) = z1(cont)+zp2i(cont); 
  
    % Normalizing vector r2 
    nxi(cont) = 
x2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2); 
    nyi(cont) = 
y2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2); 
    nzi(cont) = 
z2i(cont)./sqrt(x2i(cont).^2+y2i(cont).^2+z2i(cont).^2);    
     
     
    % MOV 3: SPINNIG 
     
    %defining angles 
    costheta = cos(ws*s); 
    sintheta = sin(ws*s); 
         
    if cont==1 
         
        xp31i = (costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).^2).*p1(1); 
        xp32i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)-
nzi(cont).*sintheta).*p2(1); 
        xp33i = ((1.0-
costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)+nyi(cont).*sintheta).*p3(1); 
  
        yp31i = ((1.0-
costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)+nzi(cont).*sintheta).*p1(1); 
        yp32i = (costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nyi(cont).*nyi(cont)).*p2(1); 
        yp33i = ((1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
nxi(cont).*sintheta).*p3(1); 
  
        zp31i = ((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
nyi(cont).*sintheta).*p1(1); 
        zp32i = ((1.0-
costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)+nxi(cont).*sintheta).*p2(1); 
        zp33i = (costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nzi(cont).*nzi(cont)).*p3(1); 
     
    else 
  
        xp31i=(costheta+(1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).^2).*nx3i(cont-1); 
        xp32i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)-
nzi(cont).*sintheta).*ny3i(cont-1); 
        xp33i=((1.0-
costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)+nyi(cont).*sintheta).*nz3i(cont-1); 
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        yp31i=((1.0-
costheta).*nxi(cont).*nyi(cont)+nzi(cont).*sintheta).*nx3i(cont-1); 
        yp32i=(costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nyi(cont).*nyi(cont)).*ny3i(cont-1); 
        yp33i=((1.0-costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
nxi(cont).*sintheta).*nz3i(cont-1); 
  
        zp31i=((1.0-costheta).*nxi(cont).*nzi(cont)-
nyi(cont).*sintheta).*nx3i(cont-1); 
        zp32i=((1.0-
costheta).*nyi(cont).*nzi(cont)+nxi(cont).*sintheta).*ny3i(cont-1); 
        zp33i=(costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nzi(cont).*nzi(cont)).*nz3i(cont-1); 
    end 
  
    x3i(cont) = xp31i+xp32i+xp33i; 
    y3i(cont) = yp31i+yp32i+yp33i; 
    z3i(cont) = zp31i+zp32i+zp33i; 
         
    nx3i(cont) = 
x3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2); 
    ny3i(cont) = 
y3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2); 
    nz3i(cont) = 
z3i(cont)./sqrt(x3i(cont).^2+y3i(cont).^2+z3i(cont).^2); 
     
    cont = cont+1; 
  
end 
  
% START ALGORISM WITH NOISE and recalibration 
  
% used to find multiples of rec 
it = 0; 
%iteration 
cont = 1; 
  
for t = 0:s:lenght 
  
    % MOV 2: PRECESION 
    if t==it*rec 
         
        xp2(cont) = xp2i(cont); 
        yp2(cont) = yp2i(cont); 
        zp2(cont) = zp2i(cont); 
     
        nx(cont) = nxi(cont); 
        ny(cont) = nyi(cont); 
        nz(cont) = nzi(cont);  
         
        nx3(cont) = nx3i(cont); 
        ny3(cont) = ny3i(cont); 
        nz3(cont) = nz3i(cont); 
         
        it=it+1; 
  
    else 
        xp2(cont) = 0; 
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        yp2(cont) = yp2(cont-1).*cos(wpe(cont)*s)-zp2(cont-
1).*sin(wpe(cont)*s); 
        zp2(cont) = yp2(cont-1).*sin(wpe(cont)*s)+zp2(cont-
1).*cos(wpe(cont)*s); 
  
        x2(cont) = x1(cont)+xp2(cont).*cos(w*t)-yp2(cont).*sin(w*t); 
        y2(cont) = y1(cont)+xp2(cont).*sin(w*t)+yp2(cont).*cos(w*t); 
        z2(cont) = z1(cont)+zp2(cont); 
        % Normalizing vector r2 
        nx(cont) = 
x2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2); 
        ny(cont) = 
y2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2); 
        nz(cont) = 
z2(cont)./sqrt(x2(cont).^2+y2(cont).^2+z2(cont).^2);  
         
         
                costheta = cos(wse(cont)*s); 
                sintheta = sin(wse(cont)*s); 
  
                xp31 = (costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nx(cont).^2).*nx3(cont-1); 
                xp32 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*ny(cont)-
nz(cont).*sintheta).*ny3(cont-1); 
                xp33 = ((1.0-
costheta).*nx(cont).*nz(cont)+ny(cont).*sintheta).*nz3(cont-1); 
  
                yp31 = ((1.0-
costheta).*nx(cont).*ny(cont)+nz(cont).*sintheta).*nx3(cont-1); 
                yp32 = (costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*ny(cont).*ny(cont)).*ny3(cont-1); 
                yp33 = ((1.0-costheta).*ny(cont).*nz(cont)-
nx(cont).*sintheta).*nz3(cont-1); 
  
                zp31 = ((1.0-costheta).*nx(cont).*nz(cont)-
ny(cont).*sintheta).*nx3(cont-1); 
                zp32 = ((1.0-
costheta).*ny(cont).*nz(cont)+nx(cont).*sintheta).*ny3(cont-1); 
                zp33 = (costheta+(1.0-
costheta).*nz(cont).*nz(cont)).*nz3(cont-1); 
  
                x31(cont) = xp31+xp32+xp33; 
                y31(cont) = yp31+yp32+yp33; 
                z31(cont) = zp31+zp32+zp33; 
  
                nx31(cont) = 
x31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2); 
                ny31(cont) = 
y31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2); 
                nz31(cont) = 
z31(cont)./sqrt(x31(cont).^2+y31(cont).^2+z31(cont).^2);   
                 
                %calculating angle fi from spherical coordinates 
taking 
                %into account each quadrant 
                if (nx31(cont)>0) && (ny31(cont)>0) 
  
                    fi = atan(ny31(cont)./nx31(cont)); 
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                elseif (nx31(cont)<0) && (ny31(cont)<0) 
  
                    fi = atan(ny31(cont)./nx31(cont)); 
                    fi = pi + fi; 
  
                elseif (nx31(cont)>0) && (ny31(cont)<0) 
  
                    fi = atan((-ny31(cont))./nx31(cont)); 
                    fi = 2*pi - fi; 
  
                elseif (nx31(cont)<0) && (ny31(cont)>0) 
  
                    fi = atan(ny31(cont)./(-nx31(cont))); 
                    fi = pi - fi; 
  
                elseif (nx31(cont)==0) && (ny31(cont)>0) 
  
                    fi = pi/2; 
  
                elseif (nx31(cont)==0) && (ny31(cont)<0) 
  
                    fi = 3*pi/2; 
  
                elseif (ny31(cont)==0) && (nx31(cont)>0) 
  
                    fi = 0; 
  
                elseif (ny31(cont)==0) && (nx31(cont)>0) 
  
                    fi = pi; 
  
                end 
  
                %calculating angle theta from spherical coordinates 
                if nz31(cont) >= 0 
  
                    theta = acos(nz31(cont)); 
  
                else 
  
                    theta = pi - acos(-nz31(cont)); 
  
                end 
  
                %introducing normal distribution to theta. theta 
delimited at the 
                %interval [0;pi]. NOT higher than (theta + 
2*sigma_point). NOT 
                %smaller than (theta - 2*sigma_point) 
                new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point); 
  
                while ((new_theta(cont) < (theta - 2*sigma_point)) || 
(new_theta(cont) > (theta + 2*sigma_point)))  
  
                    new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point); 
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                    while ((new_theta(cont) < 0) || (new_theta(cont) > 
pi)) 
  
                        new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point); 
  
                    end 
  
                end 
  
                while ((new_theta(cont) < 0) || (new_theta(cont) > 
pi)) 
  
                    new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point); 
  
                    while ((new_theta(cont) < (theta - 2*sigma_point)) 
|| (new_theta(cont) > (theta + 2*sigma_point))) 
  
                        new_theta(cont) = normrnd(theta,sigma_point); 
  
                    end 
  
                end 
  
                %introducing uniform distribution to fi. fi delimited 
at the 
                %interval [0;2*pi]. NOT higher than (fi + 
2*sigma_point). NOT 
                %smaller than (fi - 2*sigma_point) 
                new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi)); 
  
                while ((new_fi(cont) < (fi - 2*sigma_point)) || 
(new_fi(cont) > (fi + 2*sigma_point)))  
  
                    new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi)); 
  
                    while ((new_fi(cont) < 0) || (new_fi(cont) > 
2*pi)) 
  
                        new_fi(cont) = fi + 
sigma_point*randn(size(fi)); 
  
                    end 
  
                end 
  
                while ((new_fi(cont) < 0) || (new_fi(cont) > 2*pi)) 
  
                    new_fi(cont) = fi + sigma_point*randn(size(fi)); 
  
                    while ((new_fi(cont) < (fi - 2*sigma_point)) || 
(new_fi(cont) > (fi + 2*sigma_point)))  
  
                        new_fi(cont) = fi + 
sigma_point*randn(size(fi)); 
  
                    end 
  
42  The impact of jitter on the scanning law of Gaia 
                end 
  
                %new cartesian coordinates after new angles taking 
into account 
                %each quadrant 
                if (new_theta(cont) >=0) && (new_theta(cont) <= pi/2) 
  
                    if (new_fi(cont) >= 0) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi/2) 
  
                        z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(new_theta(cont)); 
                        y3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont)).*p; 
                        x3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-y3(cont).^2); 
  
                    elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 
pi) 
  
                        z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(new_theta(cont)); 
                        x3(cont) = -sin(new_fi(cont) - pi/2)*p; 
                        y3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2); 
  
                    elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi) && (new_fi(cont) <= 
3*pi/2) 
  
                        z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(new_theta(cont)); 
                        x3(cont) = -sin(3*pi/2 - new_fi(cont))*p; 
                        y3(cont) = -sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2); 
  
                    elseif (new_fi(cont) > 3*pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 
2*pi) 
  
                        z3(cont) = cos(new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(new_theta(cont)); 
                        x3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont) - 3*pi/2)*p; 
                        y3(cont) = -sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2); 
  
                    end     
  
                elseif (new_theta(cont) > pi/2) && (new_theta(cont) <= 
pi) 
  
                    if (new_fi(cont) >= 0) && (new_fi(cont) <= pi/2) 
  
                        z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        y3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont)).*p; 
                        x3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-y3(cont).^2); 
  
                    elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 
pi) 
  
                        z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        x3(cont) = - sin(new_fi(cont) - pi/2)*p; 
                        y3(cont) = sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2); 
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                    elseif (new_fi(cont) > pi) && (new_fi(cont) <= 
3*pi/2) 
  
                        z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        x3(cont) = - sin(3*pi/2 - new_fi(cont))*p; 
                        y3(cont) = - sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2); 
  
                    elseif (new_fi(cont) > 3*pi/2) && (new_fi(cont) <= 
2*pi) 
                        z3(cont) = - cos(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        p = sin(pi - new_theta(cont)); 
                        x3(cont) = sin(new_fi(cont) - 3*pi/2)*p; 
                        y3(cont) = - sqrt(p.^2-x3(cont).^2); 
  
                    end 
  
                end 
  
                %normalizing vector r3 
                nx3(cont) = 
x3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2); 
                ny3(cont) = 
y3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2); 
                nz3(cont) = 
z3(cont)./sqrt(x3(cont).^2+y3(cont).^2+z3(cont).^2); 
  
    end 
         
    cont = cont+1; 
  
end 
 
